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SUBSTANTIALLY EQUIVALENT TO:
—SPECIAL 510(k) Modifications to Dilon 2000 (now known as Dilon 6800,

K984466 for a technology change. The primary difference is thechange indetector
technology from photomultiplier tubes tothe photodiode technology, previously cleared
by FDA in K100838. DilonTechnologies, Inc. has demonstrated that thereare no new
safety issues due to the change indetector technology and has shown theperformance of
the Acella to be equivalent to theDilon 6800 camera and thepredicate detector
technology and has not altered the fundamental technology of theoriginal Dilon 6800.

DESCRIPTION of the DEVICE:
The Dilon 6800 Acella (Acella) isa modification tothe Dilon 2000 (now known as the Dilon
6800), a high resolution, small field of view, portable gamma camera designed for general
use in imaging radio pharmaceuticals. The Acella has a larger field-of-view than the Dilon
6800 and replaces photomultiplier tubes with photodiodes. Both technologies convert visible
light photons generated byscintillation crystals intoelectronic signals.

INDICATIONS FOR USE:

The Dilon 6800 Acella Digital Gamma Camera is intended to be used to measure and image
the distribution of selected single photon emitting radioisotopes in the human body. The
resulting images are intended to bereviewed byqualified medical personnel.

SUMMARY of TESTING and Design Control Compliance:
Performance testing has been provided for material change oncollimator surface, software,
EMC/EMI testing and other performance requirements. Verification testing was drawn from
the experience with the Dilon 6800, risk analysis ofsoftware and hardware changes and
conformance with international standards. Testing hasdemonstrated thattheAcella, with
thelarger Field ofView, has met predetermined success criteria according toestablished
protocols and as documented through Design Control and Review. The results show the
Acella issubstantially equivalent tothe Dilon 6800 camera and the predicate photodiode
detector technology. No new safety issues are introduced asa result ofthe technology
change.










